Location Intelligence
Geographic Information Systems

MapInfo® Pro v17
Your input drives greater output.

Take control of your spatial analysis. As a result of collaboration with users like you, MapInfo Pro v17 is stronger, smarter and simpler to use. Its user-inspired interface puts more power at your fingertips, so you can produce more compelling maps, more advanced analytics and drive better business outcomes.

A new welcome-screen delivers one-stop access to tools, tutorials and our robust user community. You’ll quickly benefit from innovative improvements to mapping, layout themes and more. With superior speed, plus enhanced processing power and capabilities, you can create better output and uncover answers faster.

Everything is addressable.
“MapInfo Pro v17 is easier to use and more powerful than ever, meaning I am more productive than ever.”
– Ryan Richter
GIS, Network Data Analyst

More dynamic mapping now comes with eye-opening simplicity.

**Easier at every step**
From beginning to end, expect a streamlined experience. Our welcome screen gets you started quickly. A range of layout, layer-control and other usability improvements reduce clicks and enhance your results. With customisable toolbars and the new Quick Search window, you’ll find what you need faster.

**Expanded flexibility**
MapInfo Pro v17 lets you process, visualise and analyse vast amounts of data. Mapping, editing and layer-control enhancements add to the richness of your results. Compatible with most file, data and map types, v17 gives you the flexibility to design better and see more.

**Powerful raster performance**
When you’re dealing with massive files, you need cutting-edge performance. The patented raster capabilities within MapInfo Pro v17 Advanced enable more efficient storage, processing and display of raster tiles at different resolutions. With v17 Advanced, you can map and analyse with extraordinary speed across states, countries and even continents.
Beta-tested, user approved.
MapInfo® Pro v17 enhancements are the result of an extensive collaboration with users like you. They’ll help you surface relevant business insights by understanding the relationships between people, places and things.

Hello, User.
A new welcome screen gives you quick access to everything within MapInfo Pro. With tips and tools to get you started and video tutorials to show you around, you’ll quickly see what’s new and better. Jump right into a sample workspace, pre-built and loaded with data so you can give v17 a test drive. Gain one-click access to your most recent files. Join the fast-growing Li360 User Community to share ideas and insights. It’s all right there, right from the start.

Learn as you work.
v17 Beta users report that the Quick Search window is their favourite new feature. When you type in what you’re looking for, Quick Search shows you the corresponding commands on the navigation ribbon. It can even launch those commands for you. You’ll quickly become familiar with the intuitive ribbon interface and its benefits. Quick Search shows you around without slowing you down.

“The addition of the mini toolbar has changed the way I work entirely. This one change is worth the upgrade to me.”
— Steve Wallace, 26-year user of MapInfo Pro

Achieve new agility.
With customisable mini-toolbars, your most-used commands are just a right-click away. We’ve also added hot-key improvements and enhanced image quality. Thematic Mapping now includes interactive drop-down menus that allow you to change theme variables and turn ranges or values on and off with check-box ease. These and more user-friendly features give you greater flexibility.
Expand your insight.
With our pay-as-you-go web services, it’s easy to quickly geocode tables of addresses and generate drive-time or drive-distance boundaries. Additionally, through our Software and Data Marketplace you can access an unparalleled selection of additional geo-enriching datasets.

MapInfo® Pro Advanced: Taking raster to the next level
MapInfo Pro Advanced is our next-generation raster grid visualisation and analysis add-on. With its innovative, patented multi-resolution raster (MRR) data format, it can handle datasets at terabyte scale.

The MRR format is powerful and flexible: It gives you the ability to gather and work with data at different resolutions and still generate meaningful analyses. Plus, it’s supported in the standard MapInfo Pro and throughout the Pitney Bowes Location Intelligence suite.
You make it stronger, smarter, simpler.

Make the move to MapInfo® Pro v17 and join in the collaboration. Together with our Li360 User Community, we’re continually adding new value to this powerful, user-inspired mapping and analytics software.

Specifications
- Windows 7 (64-bit SP1)
- Windows 8.1 (64-bit)
- Windows 10 (64-bit)
- Windows 2008 Server R2 (64-bit SP1 with XenApp 6.0)
- Windows 2008 Server R2 (64-bit SP1)
- Windows 2012 Server R2 (64-bit only)
- Windows 2012 Server R2 (64-bit with XenApp 7.5)
- Windows 2016 Server (64-bit only)
- Windows 2016 Server (64-bit with XenApp)

Relational and spatial databases:
- Oracle®
- Microsoft® SQL Server
- PostGIS
- SQLite
- ODBC compliant databases
- OGC GeoPackage

Spatial data:
- AutoCAD® DXF/DWG
- SHP
- DGN
- GML
- KML
- And more

Maps and imagery:
- WMTS
- WMS
- WFS
- Aerial images
- Satellite images
- Scanned paper maps
- Microsoft® Bing maps

Data compatibility
Common PC files:
- Microsoft® Excel
- Access
- DBF
- CSV and delimited ASCII text files

Relational and spatial databases:
- Oracle®
- Microsoft® SQL Server
- PostGIS
- SQLite
- ODBC compliant databases
- OGC GeoPackage

Maps and imagery:
- WMTS
- WMS
- WFS
- Aerial images
- Satellite images
- Scanned paper maps
- Microsoft® Bing maps

Subscription and Support
Maintain your edge. With the latest upgrades, award-winning tech support and value-added extras, Subscription and Support will keep you performing at your best.

- Benefit from each user-inspired innovation, with no need to repurchase or replace.
- Receive free credits toward on-demand drive-time and geocoding services.
- Gain free unlimited access to worldwide Bing maps and imagery.

For more information, visit us online: pitneybowes.com/au
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1 800 227 232
locate.anz@pb.com

United States
800 327 8627
pbsoftware.sales@pb.com

Europe/United Kingdom
+44 (0)800 840 0001
pbsoftware.emea@pb.com

Canada
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